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$1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra over the complex field C 
possessing an identity element e and let R denote the radical of A. 
We are concerned with certain relationships between A and the 
semi-simple algebra A/R. In particular, suppose that x1 ,..., x,~ 
are elements of A, let & ,..., A!, be their canonical images in A,‘R 
and suppose that R, ,..., 4, satisfy some analytic relationship 
F(f 1 >‘.., k,,) = 0, where F is an analytic function defined on a 
neighborhood of the joint spectrum oA(xl ,..., 2%) = a,iR(& ,..., k,) 
in Cn. We ask whether it is possible to “lift” this relationship to A in 
the sense of finding elements rl ,..., Y, in R such that 
F(x, + r1 ,..., x, +- rn) = 0. 
Of course, if the first principal Wedderburn structure theorem 
held for A, so that we could write A as a direct sum A = A, @ R 
with A, isomorphic to A/R then the answer to the problem would be 
a trivial affirmative. It is thus precisely the well-known failure of the 
Wedderburn theorem in general which gives the problem its interest. 
There is one special case of the problem whose solution is well- 
known. If u E A and if u is idempotent modulo R then u is equal 
modulo R to an idempotent in A. (See [6], Theorem 2.3.9). In fact, 
in this special case, the result does not require the commutativity of A. 
We shall see that, in general, a set of analytic relationships may be 
simultaneously lifted from A/R to A, in the above sense, provided 
that the analytic variety formed by the common zero set of the analytic 
functions F does not have any singularity lying in the joint spectrum 
‘3A(Xl 9”., x,). This is proved in $2 (Theorem 2) and the proof hinges 
on a deep result of Docquier and Grauert [4] concerning analytic 
contractions onto manifolds. 
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Finally, in 5 3, we give a counter-example to show that even very 
simple analytic relations need not be liftable from A/R to A when the 
conditions of the main theorem in 5 2 are not fulfilled. 
In the remainder of this section we introduce notation that will be 
standard throughout the paper. Let A be as above. The form of the 
analytic functional calculus which we shall use is that given in [3] 
(Chap. I, 5 4, ThCoreme 1) and due essentially to Shilov-Waelbroeck- 
Arens-Calderon. Briefly, the result is that for each n-tuple 
x = (Xl ,..., x,) of elements of A there is a continuous homomorphism 
8, : O(u,(x)) + A (where aA = a,(%, ,..., x,) and &‘(a,(~)) denotes 
the ring of germs of complex-valued analytic functions on am). 
This collection of homomorphisms (x ranging over the set of all 
n-tuples, n = 1,2,...) is unique subject to the requirements: 
(i) if x = (xi ,..., XJ and if 1, {z~ :j = l,..., n} denote respec- 
tively the germs on aA of the unit function and of the n complex 
co-ordinate projections then 
Q,(l) = e, 0,(q) = xj (j = I,..., n); 
(ii) if m < n and x’ = (xi ,..., 4, f ’ E Wdx’)) and f E (4x)) 
is defined from f' by “neglecting” the co-ordinates 2;n+r ,..., z, , then 
We shall now use {0,)(x E A", IZ = 1,2,...) to denote the unique 
collection of continuous homomorphisms 0, : @(u,(x)) -+ A such 
that (i) and (ii) hold. If F is an analytic function defined on an open 
neighbourhood of uA(x) in @” and if we use the same letter F to denote 
the germ induced by the function F on aA then we shall often 
write F(x, ,..., x,) instead of S,(F). If, as above, R denotes the radical 
of A and if x + 4 is the canonical epimorphism of A + AIR then 
U,(Xl ,--a, xn) = U”Ij& ,**a, a,) and, of course, for any or ,..., 7, in R, 
U"(Xl + r1 ,-**, x, + rn) = UA(Xl ,***, xn). Thus for FEO(U,(X)) it 
makes sense to write F(x, ,..., xJ, F(x, + or ,..., x, + Ye), and 
W, ,..., a,) and it is in the sense of these definitions that the lifting 
problem of the first paragraph should be understood. 
$2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let A, xl ,..., x, and R be as in 5 1. Let U be a fixed open 
neighbourhood of uA(xl ,..., x,J in @” and let O( U) denote the ring of 
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complex-valued analytic functions on U with the compact-open 
topology. 
Let J be a collection of functions in 0(U) such that 
F(4, ,..*, Q = 0 (F E 0 
Then the common zero-set of the functions in J is an analytic sub- 
variety V of U containing uA(xl ,..., x,). It is clear that we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that J contains every function in O(U) that 
vanishes on I’ so that J is the ideal of the subvariety V. The funda- 
mental theorem of this section, from which the lifting theorem 
described in 5 1 will rapidly follow, is the following. 
THEOREM 1. If the subvariety V of U has no singularity lying in 
QA(X1 ,..., xn), if G is an open neighbourhood of uA(xl ,..., x,) in V and 
if B,(G) denotes the ring of analytic functions on the open subset G of 
the variety V then there is a continuous homomorphism 0 : O,(G) --+ A. 
This homomorpnism 8 may be chosen such that, ;f Zj (j = 1 ,.. ., n) 
denotes the restriction of the jth coordinate projection on Cn to G, then 
8(i$) E xi + R (j = l,..., n). 
Proof. Since no singularity of V lies in uA(q ,..., x,), we may, 
without loss of generality, suppose that G contains no singularity of V 
(for it is clearly sufficient to prove the theorem for all sufficiently 
small neighbourhoods of a,(~~ ,..., xn)). In fact, we may suppose 
further that V = G and that V is then an analytic submanifold of U. 
This we shall henceforth do. Of course U may not be holomorphically 
convex and our first task is to employ a device, due essentially to 
Arens and Calderon [2], to remedy this deficiency. 
By an argument very close to that of Arens and Calderon [2] we 
may choose elements x,+~ ,..., x,+~ in A such that if we write B 
for the closed subalgebra with identity of A generated by x1 ,..., x,+~ , 
then uB(xl ,..., x,J C U. Now the radical of B is just B n R (since A 
is commutative) and B/(B n R) is canonically embedded in AIR. 
We wish to show that we may reduce the problem to that of proving 
the theorem for the finitely generated algebra B. 
Let FE 0( U); then we have defined the element 
F(x, ,.a., x,) = 8,(F) E A. 
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Also, since uB(xI ,..., x,) C U, we have a functional calculus homo- 
morphism, say OXB : 0(0,(x)) ---f B. We wish to show first that for 
FE 0(U) we have O,(F) = O,B(F). Write y = (xi ,..., x,+/J and 
define p on U x Ck by I;i(zz, ,..., .z,+J = F(x, ,..., z,). Then by 
condition (ii) on functional calculus maps we have O,(F) = O,(P), 
OxB(F) = OyB(p). But for j = I,..., n + k we have OY(zj) = xi = 
OYB(zj) and hence, since x1 ,..., x~+~ generate B, we have (by [3] 
Chap. I., 5 4, Prop. 6) that O,(P) = O,“(P) and so O,(F) = OxB(F). 
More informally stated, we have shown that for FE O( U) we have 
F(x, ,..., xn) E B or that the symbol F(x, ,..., x,) has the same meaning 
whether we regard x1 ,..., x, as elements of B or as elements of A. 
A precisely similar argument yields the same result for the elements 
$I ,..., $, in B/(B n R) C AIR. A n important consequence of this 
last observation is that for F in J, the ideal of V, we still have 
F(& ,..., &) = 0 as an element of B/(B n R) so that we have not 
merely that uB(xl ,..., x,) C U but that ‘T~(x, ,..., x,) C K 
Let IJ” be the submanifold v x C” of U x 03. We define a 
continuous homomorphism 8’ : 0, --t 0,~ (where Co,, 0,~ are respec- 
tively the rings of holomorphic functions on I’, V’) by 
e’(fk 4 = f(z) (fg Gh 
where x, w are points in V, ck respectively. (We suppose 8,) 0,t 
equipped with their compact-open topologies). Now 
K E a,($, ,..., xn+JJ c u x @” 
and, since x1 ,..., x,+~ generate B, K is polynomially convex and we 
can thus choose an open polynomial polyhedron, say W, such that 
KC WC WC U x Ck. ThenKC v’ n Wand v’n Wisananalytic 
submanifold of W. 
We now use a result due to Docquier and Grauert [4] which is also 
proved as Theorem 8, Section C, Chap. VIII of [5]. In fact, in both 
cases, the result is stated only for submanifolds of Cm, but it is perfectly 
clear that the proof in [.5] will work equally well for an analytic 
submanifold of a holomorphically convex open subset of en. Thus, 
in particular, there is a neighbourhood w’ of V’ n Win W and a 
holomorphic retraction p: W’ -+ V’ n W. This enables us to define a 
continuous homomorphism 
P * : c?+,+) --t U(w’) by P*f=f"P (fE ~wnFd* 
Finally, we now have the functional calculus homomorphism 
0, : e7( I%“) ---f B C A. (Strictly 0, acts on germs of analytic functions 
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on oB(y); since IV’ is an open neighbourhood of uB(y) in @n+k this 
induces a homomorphism from O( IV’) into B which we are also 
denoting by 0,). Composing these various continuous homomor- 
phisms we now define 8 : 0, + A by 
Cl(f) = $0 p*[e’(f) ] V’ n W] (f E ov>. 
Since we had initially reduced the problem to the case in which 
V = G, this completes the definition of 0. 
Now let z?~ denote the restriction of the jth complex coordinate 
projection on @ n to G. As before we need only consider the case 
V = G with V a manifold. Then e’(Zj) is just the restriction to V 
of the jth coordinate projection on Pfk and then, since p is a retraction 
onto V’ n IV, it follows that p*[t9’(Zj 1 V’ n w] agrees with e’(5.J 
on V’ n W and so coincides with the jth coordinate projection zj 
on crB(y). Thus e(Zj) - O,(xi) E R, or in other words e(Zj) - xi E R 
and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, there exist elements 
yI ,..., r, in R such that F(x, + rl ,..., x, + r,) = 0 for ewery F in J. 
Proof. As in Theorem 1, we may suppose without loss of generality 
that V is an analytic submanifold of U. Again as in Theorem 1, we 
may pick elements x,+i ,..., x,+~ in A such that uB(q ,..., xn) C V, 
where B is the closed subalgebra of A generated by x1 ,..., x,+~, 
Also, as before, we take V’ = V x @“, an analytic submanifold of 
U x @” and we choose an open polynomial polyhedron W in u?+~ 
such that gB(q ,..., x,+J C WC WC U x @. 
Then V” = V’ n W is an analytic submanifold of W and 
uB(xl ,..., x,,+~) C V”. H ence, by an application of Theorem 1 to the 
algebra B, we have a continuous homomorphism 8” : O,e -+ B such 
that e”($+) E xi + R n B (j = l,..., n + k), where Zj denotes the 
restriction to V” of the jth co-ordinate projection on @n+k. 
Now let GEO(W) and put G = GI V”ELO~“. Then G is 
approximable, in the compact-open topology of 0( W), by polynomials 
and so G is approximable on I”’ by polynomials in Zj (j = l,..., n). 
Since 8” is a continuous homomorphism it follows that 
e”(G) = G(O”(f,) ,..., fY’(.&)). 
In particular, if G = G I V” = 0, then 
G(d"(%,),..., e"(Z,&) = 0. 
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Now define ri = Y’(A?~) - xi (j = I,..., n + A); then rj E R CT B by 
definition of 8” and we thus have that, if G 1 V” zz 0, then 
‘3x1 + II ,..., xn+k + yn+k) = 0. 
Now let F E J, so that F 1 V = 0. Then we define G on U x Ck by 
Gk, >..., %+k) = F(z, ,..., %). 
Then G vanishes on V’ Z V” and so, using the second condition on 
functional calculus homomorphisms, 
% + Yl ,***, xn + “n) = G(x, + Y, ,--., &+k + y,+k) = 0 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
93. THE FAILURE OF THEOREM 2 IN THE PRESENCE OF SINGULARITIES 
In this final section we show briefly by means of a counter-example 
that Theorem 2 may fail when the variety V has a singularity lying 
in (~~(xr ,..., CC,). 
Let d be the unit bi-disc in CC 
A = ((2, w) E @2 : ) 2 1 < 1, 1 w 1 < I}, 
and let P(d) denote the algebra of those continuous functions on d 
which are uniformly approximable on A by polynomials. With an 
obvious slight abuse of notation we define A = P(d)/(&u2), the 
quotient of A by the principal ideal (z2w2), which is easily seen to be 
a closed ideal in P(d). Let QT denote the canonical epimorphism 
7r : P(d) ---t A. Then it is easily checked that the radical R of A is the 
principal ideal (?r(zru)) in A and that in fact A/R = P(d)/(zw). 
The elements r(z), T(V) of A satisfy r(z) n(w) E R although neither 
T(Z) nor r(w) is in RAn&er words if F is the polynomial 
F(X, , h2) = &A, then F(n(z), r(w)) = 0. To lift this relation to A, in 
the sense of Theorem 2, is to find elements rr , r2 E R such that 
(44 + y&(w) + y2) = 0. 
But since R = (I), if rl, 2 Y can be found then rl = a,rr(xw), 
y2 = a,n(zw) for some a, , a2 E A and thus 
(44 + %+4(4W> + a2744 = 0, 
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and so 
But then, if ui = r(fi), a2 = r(f2) where fi , fi E P(d) we have 
zwl.1 + fp + fiZ + fifG4 E b2w2), 
and then g E 1 + fiw + fix + fif2xw E (zw) which is false, since 
g(O,O) = 1. 
Hence the relation can not be lifted and Theorem 2 fails in this case. 
One further point seems worth mentioning in connection with the 
failure of Theorem 2. It follows, of course, that Theorem 1 may also 
fail when the subvariety I’ of U has a singularity lying in uA(xI ,..., x~). 
(This may also be seen directly using the same counter example.) 
In fact the counter example shows that this may be so even when 
U = C” and Y is a closed subvariety of @” with just one singularity. 
However, by the author’s earlier paper [I], given any holomorphic 
function F on a neighbourhood G of uA(xI ,..., XJ in V we can always 
find an element y in A such that gA(y) = F[a,(xl ,..., x,)] so that 
a functional calculus holds in this weaker sense. The point is that, in 
the presence of singularities (and of course when A is not semisimple), 
we can not necessarily choose a y for each F such that the mapping 
F -+ y is a homomorphism of O,(G) -+ A. 
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